The wireless sensor network community approached networking abstractions as an open question, allowing answers to emerge with time and experience. The Trickle algorithm has become a basic mechanism used in numerous protocols and systems. Trickle brings nodes to eventual consistency quickly and efficiently while remaining remarkably robust to variations in network density, topology, and dynamics. Instead of flooding a network with packets, Trickle uses a "polite gossip" policy to control send rates so each node hears just enough packets to stay consistent. This simple mechanism enables Trickle to scale to 1000-fold changes in network density, reach consistency in seconds, and require only a few bytes of state yet impose a maintenance cost of a few sends an hour. Originally designed for disseminating new code, experience has shown Trickle to have much broader applicability, including route maintenance and neighbor discovery. This paper provides an overview of the research challenges wireless sensor networks face, describes the Trickle algorithm, and outlines several ways it is used today.
IFRC, 19 operate on collection trees. Point-to-point routing schemes, such as S4, 16 establish overlays over multiple parallel collection topologies.
While collection and dissemination have the opposite communication patterns (all-to-one vs. one-to-all) and differ in reliability (unreliable vs. reliable), both maintain eventually consistent shared state between nodes. The rest of this section provides a high-level overview of these two protocol classes. It provides details on the challenging problems they introduce, and how some of them can be solved through eventual consistency.
Pushing data in: dissemination
One problem sensor network administrators face is dynamically changing how a network collects data by changing the sampled sensors, the sampling rate, or even the code running on the nodes by disseminating the change to every node in a network. We begin with a discussion of dissemination protocols because they were the original impetus for Trickle and are its simplest application.
Early systems used packet floods to disseminate changes. Flooding protocols rebroadcast packets they receive. Flooding is very simple-often just a line or two of code-but has many problems. First, floods are unreliable. Inevitably, some nodes do not receive the packet, so users typically repeatedly flood until every node receives it. Second, in high density networks, many nodes end up rebroadcasting packets at the same time. These messages collide and cause a form of network collapse called a "broadcast storm." 17 Second-generation dissemination and network programming systems like Xnp 3 and TinyDB 15 use an adaptive flood combined with a protocol to request missing messages. Adaptive flooding uses an estimate of the node density to limit the flooding rate. The missing message protocol allows nodes to request the (hopefully few) missing messages from their neighbors. Unfortunately, getting such protocols to work well can be tricky, especially across a range of network densities and object sizes.
Another way to look at dissemination protocols is that they ensure that every node has an eventually consistent version of some shared state, such as the value of a configuration parameter or command. Data consistency is when all nodes have the same version of that state, and nodes resolve inconsistencies by updating neighbors to the newer version. Inductively, these definitions cause the network to converge on the most recent version. To disseminate a command, a system installs it on one node as a newer version and initiates the consistency protocol.
Casting dissemination as a data consistency problem means it does not provide full reliability. Eventual consistency only promises to deliver the most recent version to connected nodes. Disconnected nodes can and often do miss updates. In practice, however, this limitation is rarely problematic. An administrator who changes the data reporting rate three times then adds some new nodes and expects them to receive the most recent reporting rate, not all three. Similarly, when sending commands, users do not expect a new node to receive the entire history of all commands injected into a net-work. A node that is disconnected for several minutes will still receive the most recent command when it reconnects, however.
Dissemination protocols succeed where flooding and its derivatives fail because they cast the problem of delivering data into maintaining data consistency among neighbors. This allows them to provide a very useful form of reliability in arbitrary topologies with no a priori topology knowledge or configurati on. An effective dissemination protocol, however, needs to bring nodes up to date quickly while sending few packets when every node has the most recent version: this is correspondingly a requirement for the underlying consistency mechanism.
Pulling data out: collection
As the typical sensor network goal is to report observations on a remote environment, it is not surprising that data collection is the earliest and most studied class of protocol. There are many collection protocol variations, similar to how there are many versions of TCP. These differences aside, all commonly used collection protocols provide unreliable datagram delivery to a collection point using a minimum-cost routing tree. Following the general goal of layer 3 protocols, cost is typically measured in terms of expected transmissions, or ETX: 2 nodes send packets on the route that requires the fewest transmissions to reach a collection point.
The earliest collection protocol, directed diffusion, proposed dynamically setting up collection trees based on dataspecific node requests. 10 Early experiences with low-power wireless, however, led many deployments to move towards a much simpler and less general approach, where each node decides on a single next hop for all forwarded data traffic, thereby creating routing trees to fixed collection points. The network builds this tree by establishing a routing cost gradient. A collection point has a cost of 0. A node calculates the cost of each of its candidate next hops as the cost of that node plus the cost of the link to it. Inductively, a node's cost is the sum of the costs of the links in its route. Figure 2 illustrates an example topology.
Collection variations boil down to how they quantify and calculate link costs, the number of links they maintain, how they propagate changes in link state amongst nodes, and how frequently they re-evaluate link costs and switch parents. Early protocols used hop-counts 8 as a link cost metric, similar to MANET protocols such as AODV and DSDV; second-generation protocols such as MintRoute 24 and Srcr 2 estimated the transmissions per delivery on a link using periodic broadcasts; third-generation protocols, such as MultiHopLQI, added physical layer signal quality to the metric; current generation collection protocols, such as Collection Tree Protocol (CTP), unify these approaches, drawing on information from multiple layers.
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Most collection layers operate as anycast protocols. A network can have multiple data collection points, and collection automatically routes to the closest one. As there is only one destination-any collection point-the required routing state can be independent of network density and size. Most protocols use a small, fixed-size table of candidate next hops. They also attempt to strike a balance between route stability and churn to discover new, possibly better parents by switching parents infrequently and using damping mechanisms to limit the rate of change.
As collection protocols have improved and become better at choosing routes, reducing control traffic has become an increasingly important component of efficiency. While nodes can piggyback some control information on data packets, they need to send link-layer broadcasts to their local neighbors to advertise their presence and routing cost. Choosing how often to send these advertisements introduces a difficult design tension. A slow rate imposes a low overhead, but limits how quickly the tree can adapt to failures or link changes, making its data traffic less efficient. A fast rate imposes a higher overhead, but leads to an agile tree that can more accurately find the best route to use. This tension is especially challenging when a network only collects data in response to events, and so can go through periods of high and low data rates. Having a high control rate during periods of low traffic is highly inefficient, while having a low control rate during periods of high traffic makes the tree unable to react quickly enough to changes. When starting a burst of transmissions, a node may find that link costs have changed substantially necessitating a change in its route and, as a result, advertised routing cost. Changes in costs need to propagate quickly, or the topology can easily form routing loops. For example, if a link's cost increases significantly, then a node may choose one of its children as its next hop. Since the protocol state must be independent of the topology, a node cannot avoid this by simply enumerating its children (constraining tree in-degree to a constant leads to inefficient, circuitous topologies in dense networks).
Current protocols, such as CTP 21 and ArchRock's routing layer, 1 resolve this tension by reducing the routing gradient as a data consistency problem. The gradient is consistent as long as children have a higher cost than their parent. An inconsistency can arise when costs change enough to violate research highlights this constraint. As long as routing costs are stable, nodes can assume the gradient is consistent and avoid exchanging unnecessary packets.
a general mechanism
The examples above described how two very different protocols can both address a design tension by reducing a problem to maintaining data consistency. Both examples place the same requirements on a data consistency mechanism: it needs to resolve inconsistencies quickly, send few packets when data is consistent, and require very little state. The Trickle algorithm, discussed in the next section, meets these three requirements.
tRicKLe
The Trickle algorithm establishes a density-aware local broadcast with an underlying consistency model that guides when a node communicates. When a node's data does not agree with its neighbors, it communicates quickly to resolve the inconsistency. When nodes agree, they slow their communication rate exponentially, such that in a stable state nodes send at most a few packets per hour. Instead of flooding a network with packets, the algorithm controls the send rate so each node hears a small trickle of packets, just enough to stay consistent. Furthermore, by relying only on local broadcasts, Trickle handles network repopulation, is robust to network transience, loss, and disconnection, and requires very little state (implementations use 4-11 bytes).
While Trickle was originally designed for reprogramming protocols (where the data is the code of the program being updated), experience has shown it to be a powerful mechanism that can be applied to wide range of protocol design problems. For example, routing protocols can use Trickle to ensure that nodes in a given neighborhood have consistent, loop-free routes. When the topology is consistent, nodes occasionally gossip to check that they still agree, and when the topology changes they gossip more frequently, until they reach consistency again.
For the purpose of clearly explaining the reasons behind Trickle's design, all of the experimental results in this section are from simulation, in some cases very highlevel abstract simulators. In practice, Trickle's simplicity means it works remarkably well in the far more challenging and difficult real world. The original Trickle paper, 13 as well as Deluge 9 and DIP 14 report experimental results from real networks.
algorithm
Trickle's basic mechanism is a randomized, suppressive broadcast. A Trickle has a time interval of length t and a redundancy constant k. At the beginning of an interval, a node sets a timer t in the range of t -2 , t. When this timer fires, the node decides whether to broadcast a packet containing metadata for detecting inconsistencies. This decision is based on what packets the node heard in the interval before t. A Trickle maintains a counter c, which it initializes to 0 at the beginning of each interval. Every time a node hears a Trickle broadcast that is consistent with its own state, it increments c. When it reaches time t, the Trickle broadcasts if c < k. Randomizing t spreads transmission load over a single-hop neighborhood, as nodes take turns being the first node to decide whether to transmit. Figure 3 summarizes Trickle's parameters.
scalability
Transmitting only if c < k makes a Trickle density aware, as it limits the transmission rate over a region of the network to a factor of k. In practice, the transmission load a node observes over an interval is O(k . log(d) ), where d is the network density. The base of the logarithm depends on the packet loss rate PLR: it is P 1 -L -R . This logarithmic behavior represents the probability that a single node misses a number of transmissions. For example, with a 10% loss rate, there is a 10% chance that a node will miss a single packet. If a node misses a packet, it will transmit, resulting in two transmissions. There is correspondingly a 1% chance a node will miss two packets from other nodes, leading to three transmissions. In the extreme case of a 100% loss rate, each node is by itself: transmissions scale linearly. Figure 4 shows this scaling. The number of transmissions scales logarithmically with density and the slope line (base of the logarithm) depends on the loss rate. These results come from a Trickle-specific algorithmic simulator we implemented to explore the algorithm's behavior under controlled conditions. Consisting of little more than an event queue, this simulator allows configuration of all of Trickle's parameters, run duration, and the boot time of nodes. It models a uniform packet loss rate (same for all links) across a single hop network. Its output is a packet send count. 
synchronization
The scaling shown in Figure 4 assumes that all nodes are synchronized, such that the intervals during which they are awake and listening to their radios line up perfectly. Inevitably, this kind of time synchronization imposes a communication, and therefore energy, overhead. While some networks can provide time synchronization to Trickle, others cannot. Therefore, Trickle is designed to work in both the presence and absence of synchronization.
Trickle chooses t in the range of ( t -2
, t] rather than (0, t] because the latter causes the transmission load in unsynchronized networks to scale with O(  d). This undesirable scaling occurs due to the short listen problem, where some subset of motes gossip soon after the beginning of their interval. They listen for only a short time, before anyone else has a chance to speak up. This is not a problem if all of the intervals are synchronized, since the first gossip will quiet everyone else. However, if nodes are not synchronized, a node may start its interval just after another node's broadcast, resulting in missed messages and increased transmission load.
Unlike loss, where the extra O(log(d) ) transmissions keep the worst case node that missed several packets up to date, the additional transmissions due to the short listen problem are completely wasteful. Choosing t in the range of ( t -2
, t] removes this problem: it defines a "listen-only" period of the first half of an interval. A listening period improves scalability by enforcing a simple constraint. If sending a message guarantees a silent period of some time T that is independent of density, then the send rate is bounded above (independent of the density). When a mote transmits, it suppresses all other nodes for at least the length of the listening period. Figure 5 shows how a listen period of t -2 . bounds the total sends in a lossless single-hop network to be 2k. With loss, transmissions scale as O(2k . log(d) ) per interval, returning scalability to the O(log(d) ) goal.
controlling t
A large t (gossiping interval) leads to a low communication overhead, but propagates information slowly. Conversely, a small t imposes a higher communication overhead, but propagates data more quickly. These two goals, rapid propagation and low overhead, are fundamentally at odds: the former requires communication to be frequent, while the latter requires it to be infrequent.
By dynamically scaling t, Trickle can quickly make data consistent with a very small cost. t has a lower bound, t l , and an upper bound t h . When t expires without a node receiving a new update, t doubles, up to a maximum of t h . When a node detects a data inconsistency (e.g., a newer version number in dissemination, a gradient constraint violation in collection), it resets t to be t l .
Essentially, when there is nothing new to say, motes gossip infrequently: t is set to t h . However, as soon as a mote hears something new, it gossips more frequently, so those who have not heard the new data receive it quickly. The chatter then dies down, as t grows from t l to t h .
By adjusting t in this way, Trickle can get the best of both worlds: rapid consistency and low overhead when the network is consistent. The cost per inconsistency (shrinking t) is approximately log(-t 2 h l -) additional sends. For a t l of 1 s and a t h of 1 h, this is a cost of 11 packets to obtain a 3000-fold decrease in the time it takes to detect an inconsistency (or, from the other perspective, a 3000-fold decrease in maintenance overhead). The simple Trickle policy, "every once in a while, transmit unless you have heard a few other transmissions," can be used both to inexpensively maintain that the network is consistent as well as quickly inform nodes when there is an inconsistency. Figure 6 shows pseudocode for the complete Trickle algorithm.
case study: maté
Maté is a lightweight bytecode interpreter for wireless sensornets. 11 Programs are tiny sequences of optimized bytecodes. The Maté runtime uses Trickle to install new programs in a network, by making all nodes consistent to the most recent version of a script.
Maté uses Trickle to periodically broadcast version summaries. In all experiments, code routines fit in a single packet (30 bytes). The runtime registers routines with a Trickle propagation service, which then maintains all of the necessary timers and broadcasts, notifying the runtime when it installs new code. Maté uses a very simple consistency resolution mechanism. It broadcasts the missing routines three times: 1, 3, and 7 s after hearing there is an inconsistency. Figure 7 shows simulation results of Maté's behavior during a reprogramming event. These results come from the TOSSIM simulator, 12 which simulates entire sensornet applications and , t ] models wireless connectivity at the bit level. In these experiments, t l is 1 s and t h is 1 min. Each simulation had 400 nodes regularly placed in a square grid with node spacings of 5, 10, 15, and 20 ft. By varying network density, we were able to examine how Trickle's propagation rate scales over different loss rates and physical densities. Density ranged from a 5 ft spacing between nodes up to 20 ft (the networks were 95 × 95 to 380 × 380). Crossing the network in these topologies takes from six to forty hops.
a Time to complete propagation varied from 16 s in the densest network to about 70 s for the sparsest, representing a latency of 2.7 and 1.8 s per hop, respectively. The minimum per-hop Trickle latency is 2 -t i and the consistency mechanism broadcasts a routine 1 s after discovering an inconsistency, so the best case latency is 1.5 s per hop. Despite an almost complete lack of coordination between nodes, Trickle still is able to cause them to cooperate efficiently. Figure 8 shows how adjusting t h changes the propagation time for the 5 and 20 ft spacings. Increasing t h from 1 to 5 min does not significantly affect the propagation time; indeed, in the sparse case, it propagates faster until roughly the 95th percentile. This result indicates that there may be little trade-off between the maintenance overhead of Trickle and its effectiveness in the face of a propagation event.
A very large t h can increase the time to discover inconsistencies to be approximatelyt 2 h -. However, this is only true when two stable subnets (t = t h ) with different code reconnect. If new code is introduced, it immediately triggers nodes to reset t to t l , bringing them quickly to a consistent state.
The Maté implementation of Trickle requires few system resources. It requires approximately 70 bytes of RAM; half of this is a message buffer for transmissions, a quarter is pointers to code routines. Trickle itself requires only 11 bytes for its counters; the remaining RAM is for internal coordination (e.g., pending and initialization flags). The executable code is 1.8 K (90 lines of code). Other implementations have similar costs. The algorithm requires few CPU cycles, and can operate at a very low duty cycle.
uses and improvements
Trickle is not just used by Maté; it and its derivatives are used in almost every dissemination protocol today. The Deluge binary dissemination protocol for installing new sensor node firmware uses Trickle to detect when nodes have different firmware versions 9 (t l = 500 ms, t h = 1.1 h). The MNP binary dissemination protocol (t l = 16 s, t h = 512 s) adjusts Trickle so that nodes with more neighbors are more likely to send updates by preventing low degree nodes from suppressing high degree ones. 23 The Drip command layer of the Sensornet Management System uses Trickle (t l = 100 ms, t h = 32 s) to install commands. 22 The Tenet programming architecture uses Trickle (t l = 100 ms, t h = 32 s) to install small dynamic code tasks.
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In the past few years, as collection protocols have improved in efficiency, they have also begun to use Trickle. The CTP, the standard collection layer in the TinyOS operating system distribution, 21 uses Trickle timers (t l = 64 ms, t h = 1 h) for its routing traffic. The 6LoWPAN IPv6 routing layer in Arch Rock's software uses Trickle to keep IPv6 routing tables and ICMP neighbor lists consistent.
1 As protocols continue to improve, Trickle's efficacy and simplicity will cause it to be used in more protocols and systems.
One limitation with Trickle as described in this paper is that its maintenance cost grows O(n) with the number of data items, as nodes must exchange version numbers. This growth may be a hindering factor as Trickle's use increases. Recent work on the DIP protocol addresses this concern by using a combination of hash trees and randomized searches, enabling the maintenance cost to remain O(1) while imposing a O(log(n) ) discovery cost. 
Discussion
Wireless sensor networks, like other ad hoc networks, do not know the interconnection topology a priori and are typically not static. Nodes must discover it by attempting to communicate and then observing where communication succeeds. In addition, the communication medium is expected to be lossy. Redundancy in such networks is both friend and foe, but Trickle reinforces the positive aspects and suppresses the negative ones. Trickle draws on two major areas of prior research. The first area is controlled, density-aware flooding algorithms for wireless and multicast networks.
5, 17 The second is epidemic and gossiping algorithms for maintaining data consistency in distributed systems. 4 Although both techniques-broadcasts and epidemics-have assumptions that make them inappropriate in their pure form to eventual consistency in sensor networks, they are powerful techniques that Trickle draws from. Trickle's suppression mechanism is inspired by the request/repair algorithm used in Scalable and Reliable Multicast (SRM).
5 Trickle adapts to local network density as controlled floods do, but continually maintains consistency in a manner similar to epidemic algorithms. Trickle also takes advantage of the broadcast nature of the wireless channel, employing SRM-like duplicate suppression to conserve precious transmission energy and scale to dense networks.
Exponential timers are a common protocol mechanism. Ethernet, for example, uses an exponential backoff to prevent collisions. While Trickle also has an exponential timer, its use is reversed. Where Ethernet defaults to the smallest time window and increases it only in the case of collisions, Trickle defaults to the largest time window and decreases it only in the case of an inconsistency. This reversal is indicative of the different priorities in ultra-low-power networks: minimizing energy consumption, rather than increasing performance, is typically the more important goal.
In the case of dissemination, Trickle timers spread out packet responses across nodes while allowing nodes to estimate their degree and set their communication interval. Trickle leads to energy efficient, density-aware dissemination not only by avoiding collisions through making collisions rare, but also by suppressing unnecessary retransmissions.
Instead of trying to enforce suppression on an abstraction of a logical group, which can become difficult in multihop networks with dynamically changing connectivity, Trickle suppresses in terms of an implicit group: nearby nodes that hear a broadcast. Correspondingly, Trickle does not impose the overhead of discovering and maintaining logical groups, and effortlessly deals with transient and lossy wireless links. By relying on this implicit naming, the Trickle algorithm remains very simple: implementations can fit in under 2 K of code, and require a mere 11 bytes of state.
Routing protocols discover other routers, exchange routing information, issue probes, and establish as well as tear down links. All of these operations can be rate-controlled by Trickle. For example, in our experiences exploring how wireless sensor networks can adopt more of the IPv6 stack in 6LoWPAN, Trickle provides a way to support established ICMP-v6 mechanisms for neighbor discovery, duplicate address detection, router discovery, and DHCP in wireless networks. Each of these involves advertisement and response. Trickle mechanisms are a natural fit: they avoid loss where density is large, allow prompt notifications of change and adapt to low energy consumption when the configuration stabilizes. By adopting a model of eventual consistency, nodes can locally settle on a consistent state without requiring any actions from an administrator.
Trickle was initially developed for distributing new programs into a wireless sensornet: the title of the original paper is "Trickle: A Self-Regulating Algorithm for Code Propagation and Maintenance in Wireless Sensor Networks." 13 Experience has shown it to have much broader uses. Tricklebased communication, rather than flooding, has emerged as the central paradigm for the basic multihop network operations of discovering connectivity, data dissemination, and route maintenance.
Looking forward, we expect the use of these kinds of techniques to be increasingly common throughout the upper layers of the wireless network stack. Such progress will not only make existing protocols more efficient, it will enable sensor networks to support layers originally thought infeasible. Viewing protocols as a continuous process of establishing and adjusting a consistent view of distributed data is an attractive way to build robust distributed systems. 
